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MAGNETIC ATTRACTION
Private branding is expensive and 
time-consuming. Increase your 
brand identity with our engraved 
customizable magnets, easily created 
using any artwork. Choose from our 
designs or send us your logo and brand 
our hats your way. 

FLEXI-WEAVE™

Introducing Flexi-weave, our exclusive new material that keeps its 
shape no matter how you pack it. Golf bag, carry-on, backpack or 
suitcase— it turns ”too good to be true” into “you won’t believe this!”

HIDDEN MAGNET
Hidden inside the trim of each hat is a magnet that secures your 
customized metal badge for unlimited branding options. It also 
works with your club’s existing metal ball markers.

UV PROTECTION FACTOR
UPF rated fabrics block a majority of the sun’s ultraviolet rays, which 
are the most damaging to exposed skin. Please remember, a hat 
only protects the skin it covers. Safeguard the rest of your body by 
wearing sunglasses and sunscreen.

WASHABLE
Spot clean or hand wash, you can keep your hat looking new with 
regular care. Our website has videos to show you how.

COMFY-FIT™

Our elastic clip adjustment inside the crown makes it easy to 
custom-fit your hat for comfort and increased wind-resistance.

TRAVEL-FRIENDLY
Carkella hats are ready for adventure. Follow the tag’s packing 
instructions and they will come out of your suitcase looking like new.

ICONS
Look for these icons 
to identify each hat’s 

special features:

shop, watch & learn at

carkella.com

COMFY-FIT ADJUSTMENT
This new elastic clip system allows for 
a perfect custom fit. More comfortable 
than traditional drawstrings, the wide 
elastic band stretches and adjusts to 
your head. It will also help keep the hat 
on your head when the wind kicks up.

AN IMPRESSIVE DISPLAY
Showcase the Carkella line with this 
elegant rack made of sturdy wood 
laminate. Each hat rests on a circular 
wooden disk, ensuring the crown 
maintains its shape for a cleaner 
presentation.

FLEXI-WEAVE

BLOCKS 97.5% OF UV RAYS

+
UPF
50

BLOCKS 96% OF UV RAYS

+
UPF
30

HIDDEN MAGNET

Welcome to Carkella, a new collection from Wallaroo Hat Company for the golf, travel and resort 
industry. Constructed from durable, lightweight and packable materials, Carkella hats are designed to 
protect the most discerning adventurer. 

The Carkella range features a new opportunity that is a true game changer. An etched, metal badge 
attaches to a hidden magnet inside the trim of each hat. Badges can be customized with any artwork 
– your logo, your resort name, an annual event – the options are endless. This innovative idea for 
interchangeable branding will make these hats instant bestsellers.

What makes our hats so unique?

Carkella    www.carkella.com    www.carkella.com    Carkella
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FLEXI-WEAVE  
THERMAL FABRIC
Developed by our partners 
in Australia, Flexi-weave 
is a revolutionary fabric that 
stretches and gives without losing its original shape. 
Crush it, flatten it, pack it – this hat will return to its original form 
with just a little smoothing and straightening. Visit our website 
at carkella.com to watch a video demonstration and learn more 
about this unique material.

Innovation & Customization

™

MADE WITH
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FAIRWAY 
The best adventures require the best gear. There’s nothing 
better than a hat made of Flexi-weave™. You can take 
this fedora anywhere and look great wearing it. 2½" brim. 
Includes wind-resistant, Comfy-Fit™ adjustment. 100% 
polyester exclusive of trim. Spot clean. Unisex. Size:  
M/L 59cm and L/XL 61cm. (029)
Style No: FAIRM

+
UPF
50

Ivory

Blue

Beige Light 
Grey

Hydrangea

Mixed 
Camel
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VICTORIA 
A tried-and-true hat made of our ultra-lightweight poly-straw material. 
Updated from the original Victoria hat, this version is fully lined and 
earns our coveted UPF 50+ rating. The upturned brim and rounded 
crown flatters everyone. 3½" brim. Includes wind-resistant, Comfy-Fit 
adjustment. 100% poly-straw. Handwash cold. Size: 58cm. (025)
Style No: VICM

+
UPF
50
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PALM BEACH 
Made of revolutionary Flexi-weave™, this wide-brimmed fedora is 
crushable, comfortable and classic. Perfect for the golf course or a 
long weekend, the Palm Beach can be stashed in your bag or carry-
on and then quickly reshaped. 2¾" brim. Includes wind-resistant, 
Comfy-Fit™ adjustment. 100% polyester exclusive of trim. Spot 
clean. Unisex. Size: M/L 59cm and L/XL 61cm. (029)
Style No: PLMBCHM

White

Black

Caramel
PARKER 
Our signature ultra-lightweight poly-straw fabric has consistently 
been a bestseller. The knitted weave is breathable and comfortable, 
as well as incredibly durable. 3" brim. Includes wind-resistant, 
Comfy-Fit adjustment. Cotton lining. 100% poly-straw exclusive  
of trim. Spot clean. Size: M/L 59cm and L/XL 61cm. (027)
Style No: PARKM

Suede

+
UPF
50
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3155 Sterling Circle
Boulder, Colorado 80301

tel: 303-494-5949
toll free: 1-888-925-2766

fax: 303-245-8720
www.carkella.com

©2019-20 Carkella by Wallaroo Hat Company, LLC. 
All rights reserved.

SYDNEY FEDORA 
Show off your amazing sense of style in this modern 
take on the fedora. Classic styling juxtaposed with a 
multi-tonal weave creates a sophisticated and unique 
look. 3" brim. Includes wind-resistant, Comfy-Fit™ 
adjustment. 100% poly-braid exclusive of trim. Spot 
clean. Size: 58cm. (025)
Style No: SYDFM

Denim

Light 
Brown

+
UPF
30


